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The COAX Amplifier Antenna
By: Rich

- KDØZZ
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UHF and above QRPing #2
By: Tommy

Henderson – WD5AGO

The VHF spectrum is already well represented with QRP rigs that do a fine job. I have
an IC706mkIIG and IC7000 which both can operate down at the 5W power level through
70cm. A couple of other current commercial rigs are attended to operate just at 5W level.
Plus don’t forget the old classics. So, for the sake of moving higher in the bands, the
methods of operating above 1 GHz will be offered here. Just add your favorite 2m or
70cm CW/SSB rig as the I.F. Let us look at converting signals down band.

The schematic above is a double conversion 2304 Rx converter I designed a few years
ago. It used a comb PCB filter tuned for either the operating frequency or the LO
frequency to help with cleaning up harmonics. The use of (new at the time) an LP or HP
7 pole SMD filters from Minicircuits helped in the design along with their high frequency
mixers and mmic’s. Designing a transmitter is about the same process, just turn
everything around. Perhaps the hardest thing in RX and TX converter building is coming
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up with an operational and stable LO. Most designs start with a crystal in the 100 MHz
range and just multiply up to the low side of the operating frequency minus the IF
90 MHz crystal and multiplying *8 = 720 MHz, then *3 = 2160 MHz. If the circuit above
is used for a simple amateur station, single conversion is all that would be needed so the
2m receive IF would be taken just after the 1st mixer X2. LO’s from DDS chips with a 10
MHz reference is gaining popularity and with ready made DDS LO boards available from
Down East Microwave Inc. might be the quicker way of getting on several microwave
bands. Of course complete microwave Transverter (complete TX/RX converter) kits are
available from several suppliers and will range from $200 to $400 dollars for the 10 to
50mW output class. One thing not available with some transverters is some way of
switching TX/RX antenna and circuits. At low power levels, and frequencies below 2400
MHz, a PCB relay maybe used with modest losses. Some PCB RF types are available
from Mouser or Digikey.
System noise figure is set mostly by the first stage and using MMICs to do that job will
result in an n/f of about 4 frequency. The LO for the circuit above used 2160 MHz (2160
+ 144 = 2304) found by dB which is not all that bad for terrestrial work. On EME the
sub 0.5 dB n/f is nice but will add to the complexity of a portable HB transverter. I still
remember using just a 2m all mode rig, through an attenuator (to about 50 mW), driving a
1N23 microwave diode located inside a waveguide filter. A 12”x 9” horn antenna was
used. On RX a small 10dB RF preamp was used after the Diode mixer. The LO RF
multiplier chain was 117MHz x12 to 1404MHz then *4 to 5616 MHz or something like
that. The output power was 5 mW on 5760 MHz. It was used to work 4 grids in the
Tulsa, OK area. Not bad and lots of fun! For next month more converter circuits.

Free Morse Code fonts!
See
http://www.fontspace.com/category/morse%20code
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Useful Software for Amateur Radio from
FabulaTech
FABULATECH is now offering the HAM RADIO COMMUNITY a very special offer. If you are an
official HAM RADIO OPERATOR with an OFFICIAL HAM RADIO LICENSE, any where in the
world,

please contact: mike@fabulatech.com
with an email request and ask him about the special provision that FABULTECH
is now offering for the HAM RADIO COMMUNITY, world wide. Please include a
copy/scan/picture of your current official ham radio license with your email
request to Mike.
There are many uses for virtual serial ports for HAM RADIO, here are just a
couple:
1. Virtual Serial Port Splitter - see HERE
2. Create Virtual Serial Port Pairs - see HERE
- The following videos will demonstrate these 2 uses 1. using multiple instances of dahdidah's software cw keyer, to enable you to
connect, with your own cw keyers, a straight key, bug, cw keyboard, and an
iambic paddle, all at the same time, to your computer HERE
2. without using any cw keyers, be able to hook up directly to the serial port itself,
your iambic cw paddles, and a second iambic paddle to emulate a bug connections are made directly to certain serial port pins of the "real" hardware
serial port. HERE
3. how to add a software cw keyboard to the rest of the morse code instruments
that you have already hooked up to your morse code computer station, by using
the methods shown in the videos above, and now by creating a virtual serial port
pair, also be able to send cw on
a program like CWTERM or Cwtype. HERE
FABULATECH has many other software programs of interest to HAM RADIO.
COM PORT OVER ETHERNET, and USB OVER ETHERNET...as an example...
HERE ARE THE LINKS TO THE SOFTWARE BY FABULATECH:
Virtual Serial Port
Virtual Serial Port Kit create virtual serial ports connected via a virtual null-modem cable.
COM Port Splitter
Serial Port Splitter share dataflow of one serial port among several applications.
COM Port over Ethernet
Network Serial Port Kit access remote serial devices over local network or the Internet.
USB over Ethernet
USB over Network share and access USB devices over local network or the Internet.
CONTACT: mike@fabulatech.com
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and ask about the special provision that has been made available by
FABULTECH to official ham radio operators.
Please [/scan/attach/] a current copy/picture/PDF/jpg etc, of your official ham
radio license and include it in your email to Mike.
FROM MIKE @ FABULATECH.COM
...here is some interesting information about their company:
FabulaTech LLP is the United Kingdom company registered at the following address:
124 Baker Street, London, W1U 6TY, UK. Starting from 2000 our team grew from several people
to about 30.
FabulaTech LLP is a privately owned company started in 2000 as a group of system software
developers offering custom system solutions. Specializing in serial port virtualization,
FabulaTech launched Virtual Serial Port product range in 2004-2005. Virtual Serial Port
products we offer now allow you to virtualize serial ports in different environments and
combinations (splitting, redirecting over a network, emulation and control via an SDK and so on).
In 2005, due to a high demand, FabulaTech released the-first-on-the-market software solution
for USB redirection - "USB over Network". It was mentioned in the news as a "USB Revolution
Solution". "USB over Network" became a basis for "USB for Remote Desktop" product. At that
time there were no solutions offering a technology of USB redirection in the remote desktop
environment,
VDI and over the network. Thereby FabulaTech can be named as a pioneer in this field.
In 2008 FabulaTech launched Linux and Windows Mobile/Windows CE versions of USB
virtualization technology.
During the last four years we have worked to bring a high level device redirection solutions
to the market, allowing redirection of the specific types of devices (printers, scanners, webcams,
audio devices etc). These products provide a secure and separate access to the devices by
isolating them from other users within their individual remote sessions. We continue to develop
new products for the high level redirection of the specific devices. The last ones were Webcam
for Remote Desktop and Scanner for Remote Desktop. There are a few projects we're working on
right now and we're going to present them to the public very soon. For now it's a secret :-)
We're constantly increasing the number of platforms our solutions can work with. A lot of vendors
of embedded hardware are very interested in having the opportunity to integrate our redirection
functionality into their environments. We provide a comprehensive assistance to our customers
and we're known as "the fastest support" in comparison with our competitors. We're also very
flexible in modification/customization of our products depending on our customers' demand. All
these, in addition to a 12-year software development and solution support experience, make
FabulaTech the number one company in the industry.
I began with FabulaTech as a Support Manager in 2008. A few months later I was offered
the opportunity to work as a Head of Support. In 2009 our support department was divided
into two separate depts, sales and support, and I was appointed as a Head of Sales.
Currently, I work as a Product Manager.
Indeed, our products provide a high level of stability and efficiently solve unique tasks for
thousands of users. As for the virtual serial port solutions, they have been improved for years and
we can't recall when we had bugs with them. This is the result of a long-term cooperation with our
customers.
[QUESTION I asked Mike in an email]
...what things would you like the HAM RADIO COMMUNITY to do to help FABULATECH with
their products ?
... They can post the[[FABULATECH] links on their websites, like you did, make videos and
include the links to our products there...
Thanks,
-Best regards,
Mike Storm
Product Manager
FabulaTech LLP
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http://www.fabulatech.com
sales@fabulatech.com
Phone (UK): +44 (0)151 324-3249
Phone (US): +1 (302) 250-4477
Fax (US): +1 (877) 350-0994
Skype: fabulatech
Live Support Chat: http://support.fabulatech.com
Follow us on Twitter or visit our Facebook page.

Editor’s note: This is a FREE program that has been
Coordinated by, Chuck – AAØHW primarily for the
I-QRQ nation. However, we QRPers are welcome to
Apply and use the program. Many thanks to Chuck,
For always pushing the envelope to better communications.
Check out:
http://qrqcwnet.ning.com/
if you would like to experience the QRQ high speed CW.
You can also read their Internet reflector on Google Groups, at:
iCW - internet CW i_cw@googlegroups.com
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from Studio 72 at The Castle of QRP
OzarkCon QRP Conference April 5-6, 2013
http://www.ozarkcon.com/index.php

Random Pictures of OzarkCon 2013
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2013 OzarkCon, was another amazing conference. Many seasoned
friends and many new friends gathered in the light of the QRP signals!
To everyone, staff, directors of events, prize donors, and certainly all
attendees, 72 for another year, remember to mark your 2014 calendars
to join us again.
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Build It, Ideas !!!
QRP Magnetic longwire balun with VHF-splitter
By Guy - ON6MU
http://users.belgacom.net/hamradio/homebrew.htm

About the MLB (magnetic longwire balun RE-ABU3HF/S)
This Magnetic Longwire Balun (MLB) makes it possible to efficiently use a coaxial
lead-in cable with all forms of longwires, T-forms or other types of wire antennas,
without the need for an antenna tuner. A very low loss magnetic transfer of energy
from the antenna to the receiver is accomplished and static noise is reduced. Your
coax is much less susceptible to interference. You can even connect a dipole to it.
It works fine with a heavy duty 41 foot (12.5 meters) wire, some nylon rope and a
quality insulator. At the feed-line end the antenna is terminated with the Magnetic
Longwire Balun. This balun permits an exceptionally low loss transference of antenna
energy to your coax feed line. The result is significantly reduced static noise on long,
medium wave and the shortwave bands.
You do not have to Earth/Ground the Green wire sticking out of the top, but it helps
minimize interference if you do. Grounding the balun / coax (pin c1) to a good earth
made between 3 and 6 dB improvement on noise and QRM, even though the station
was well-grounded.
You could add a shoke inside (or outside) the balun housing to prevent even more
from coax radiating too. A few feritte beads over the coax or turn a piece of 50 coax
a few time around a feritte core. If possible inclose the shoke inside the balun
housing or as close as possible to the SO239 connector.
Long-wire antennas are directional, so bend yours to allow both N-S and E-W
orientation. Height is dependent on your location and surrounds … experiment!!
you can add an extra output as described in the schematic if needed (1:4)
L2,C1 blocks VHF signals from entering the balun. Ct1 tunes the VHF antenna and
limits the lower frequencies from entering the VHF rod. You can calibrate Ct1 by
soldering 1 watt 50 Ohm carbon resistor (or dummy load) between Ct1 (VHF pin)
and the ground of the connector. Use a low power setting (0.5 watt) and tune Ct1 to
1:1 SWR.
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Schematic QRP Longwire balun with VHF-splitter
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Parts list

 toroid, ferrite core of 15mm, or small Amidon red ring core,
FT50-43 or T50-7 or for higher power: or Philips 4C6 or 4C65 (pink color),
Amidon T130-2 red or T200-2 red
 3 pieces of insulated wire (Cul) of 0,8mm
 CT1=5...30pF capacitor trimmer (green)
 C1 = 10pF
 L2=0,8mm Cul, 4,5 turns, 5mm diameter
 2 x 25mm 3mm diameter weather resistant bolts (innox etc...)
 "banana" type plug for VHF antenna (no ground needed)
 SO239 connector
 electrical junction box (painted after)
Specifications








Peak Frequency range: 100kc...30Mc (mostly depending on the core) and
144...146Mc
Max. RF power CW: 5...10W (also depending on the mismatch of the
antenna and the transmission intervals)
Max. RF power SSB: 10...15W (also depending on the mismatch of the
antenna and the transmission intervals)
Output impedance to 50 Ohms coax
1:9 output for longwire
1:4 experimental
Rod VHF 1/4 (or 3/4) wave electrical length for 144...146Mc
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SMOKE CURLS...... by Jeff Davis, KE9V
Pig Rig: Squealing Back at You
Here we sit, more than a decade into the 21st century. A time when nearly everyone
carries a portable radio, called a cell-phone, that’s capable of crystal clear, global
communications. The American Radio Relay League long ago shed that moniker in favor
of something a bit more modern and apropos given that no one relays traffic by radio
anymore…
And when it comes to hardware, we enjoy the most advanced radio equipment of all time.
Operating features that the progenitors of radio couldn’t begin to imagine or even dream
about are available with the click of a button buried in some infrequently used menu
setting.
Having been baptized, and I’m not talking a little sprinkle, I’m talking about fullimmersion here, in the endless wonder and rich delights provided by the technologically
imbued world in which we live, it would be delusional to think that anyone would bother
to take note of a low-power, single-band, CW-only transceiver kit.
And not just for a single-band – the thing is rock-bound to a SINGLE FREQUENCY in
that single band. I mean seriously, who in their right mind would opt for something like
that?
Before you answer, let me tell you that I’ve already logged five stations using that very
configuration.
It’s The Flying Pig Rig transceiver.
A five watt, single frequency transceiver that’s sold in kit form for just $40US. It
provides full QSK and one sideband only using a single conversion design. It even
includes a built-in keyer chip.
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According to the fellow who created it;
The purpose of this new transceiver is to … “Provide a high quality, inexpensive
transceiver that encourages special groups of hams to communicate with minimal effort.”
This transceiver was designed for Radio Clubs and/or Special Events. You turn the radio
on…you listen…you do not tune…you do not switch anything…you do not search. If
you hear someone on “your special frequency”, there is a good chance it could be a
member of your group. The size of the PCB is only 2.5″ (63,5 mm) by 3.8″ (96,5 mm),
and Yes…it does produce a full 4.99 watts RF out and it is as sensitive as just about
anything else that you may have in your radio shack. Custom club/group frequencies are
available for 40 meters. The name of this radio shall henceforth be labeled “The Flying
Pig Rig”.
It seems that the success of the Pig Rig, (and with more than 250 sold it is a big success),
is due to inertia – or perhaps it’s critical mass. Not having a VFO seems downright
draconian until you realize that by stranding everyone on the same frequency there will
be others there to work. And that makes things a lot more tolerable. Had only a handful
of these kits been sold it would have been a dud. But some magic number of others is the
difference between success and failure.
Go ahead, I double-dog dare you. Call CQ some evening on 7030.7 and see if a halfdozen little piggies don’t come squealing right back at you!
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Share the knowledge and help promote QRP by sending
your Articles msWord or compatible, help hints, radio
mods, antennas, portable operations, mobile
installations, pedestrian mobile, radio reviews, and any
non-commercial QRP interest? You do not have to have
a complete article, just give me an idea, pictures, etc,
and you get published! Email the “Banner” at
ozarkqrpbanner@gmail.com
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